NEWSLETTER
Sherardize dominate at Anglesey

Rounds 6 & 7 ANGLESEY
Team Sherardize/Nielsen Racing proved unbeatable both day and night at
Anglesey, as they made it three successive wins.

It was all change on the hour too with only Roberts double stinting. Belshaw
kept the lead for Sherardize but once Roberts had regained second from Jon
Tomlinson’s Racelogic car at Rocket on the 51st lap, the gap began to close.
They went side by side through Church as Belshaw tried to defend, but Roberts
nosed ahead at Rocket on his 57th lap. “It was a real handful, sliding about,”
said Belshaw.
Although Racelogic were still third, Holden Hawthorn’s challenge in fourth had
waned as Pat Blakeney’s ECO Racing car duelled with Track Focused’s Sean
Cooper for fourth, while back in sixth Team Honeywell were mounting their
recovery with Tim Wheeldon.
Two hours in and JPR Uvio had only 0.749s advantage over Sherardize, with
Racelogic, Track Focused, ECO Racing, Team Honeywell, Geometric and Scuderia XCat all still on the lead lap.
The safety car just happened to coincide with the ﬁnal pitstop window, which
had the whole ﬁeld pit on the same lap. Nigel Greensall’s Racelogic lost out in
the stops, emerging ﬁfth behind Farquini Deott’s JPR Uvio, Keen’s Sherardize,
Michael McCollum Track Focused and Neil Plimmer’s Team Honeywell.

RACE ONE
Jim Hadﬁeld lined up on pole for Viking Self storage, with reigning Champions
Racelogic alongside with Julian Thomas starting, as the 24 grid lined up for the
ﬁrst of the three hour double headers.
Over the opening laps Thomas shared a number of exchanges with Graham
Roberts, before the JPR Uvio driver took charge. Scott Mansell’s Global Racing
car was into an early third at the expense of Henry Dawes’ for Track Torque
2/Rent Domino’s, while Geoﬀ Fawcett charged through to take a place a lap,
demoting Mansell and Dawes for third by lap 8 in the Team Honeywell car.
The safety car was soon in action too with Track Torque/Thurlstone Arrow
sidelined after 16 laps.

But as it went green again Deott locked up at the Corkscrew and was onto the
grass. He just held on but the pressure was on, with Greensall fourth at Rocket
in a ﬁve car lead train. “I struggled with the tyres, locked up and really
struggled,” said Deott.
The order continued to change, with both Greensall and Plimmer getting ever
stronger. Keen made his move for the lead as they charged down the back
straight, and put Sherardize back ahead on the run to Rocket, with Greensall
soon following.

Clutton had already made it up to ﬁfth before the safety car intervention and
was quick to make the most of his chance from the green ﬂag. But Roberts had
charged clear and it became a four car ﬁght for second. “I really seemed to
catch them napping,” Roberts admitted.
Before another lap was completed Sherardize had second and with JPR Uvio
given a stop go track limit penalty, Clutton had the lead on lap 28, with Roberts
rejoining third behind Racelogic’s Thomas, before retaking the place into
Rocket ﬁve laps later. “It was a good duel with Graham and left us in a good
position to hand to Jon,” said Thomas. “I had to work hard for the lead but great
overtaking 22 cars and could have sat on Graham’s bumper but I didn’t,”
Clutton added.
Fawcett had lost out after the green ﬂag having to pit with a puncture and so at
the ﬁrst hour Sherardize led by 9.191secs from JPR Uvio, with Racelogic a close
third, followed by Eco racing, Global Racing and Holden’s Hawthorn. “It was
puzzling, I wasn’t aware of any contact to get a puncture,” Fawcett explained.
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Simon Bonham spun his Scuderia XCat car at the Banking Hairpin which let
Geometric’s Guy Wenham through to seventh. But back at the front it was a
terriﬁc ﬁnal 45 minutes between ﬁve cars.
Track Focused were ﬁrst to lose touch after sustaining bodywork damage but
retained a solid ﬁfth and Deott had similar problems but held onto fourth as
the lead trio battled on. “I had contact when Anthony Reid unlapped himself
and it rubbed a bit,” said Track Focused’s McCollum.
Keen left a gap exiting the Corkscrew on lap 95 and Greensall pounced to lead
through Turn One, but three laps later they changed again into Rocket. But
Greensall was back ahead into Rocket 10 laps later and held on for six laps
before Keen shot by at Rocket once more and ﬁnally made a decisive gap.
“That was really hard work as Marcus’ radio box came loose and got stuck
under my pedal, but I was pushed to the limit,” Keen admitted.
Greensall just held onto second for Racelogic despite Plimmer’s best eﬀorts for
Honeywell, while ECO completed the top six behind JPR Uvio and Track
Focused. “I made it into third with just Keen and Greensall ahead, so not bad.
Then just waited to see what happened,” Plimmer explained. “We only had ¾
throttle and I had damaged the splitter when Phil braked earlier than I expected,” said Greensall.
Geometric and Scuderia XCat went full race distance and had a late exchange
for seventh, while PW Racing and Wave 9 completed the top ten. “I went oﬀ
and damaged the splitter, lost the place and then got it back again into Turn
One eight laps later,” explained Geometric’s Guy Wenham.

RESULTS
1 Team Sherardize/Nielsen Racing (Marcus Clutton/Peter Belshaw/Phil Keen)
124 laps in 3h00m49.622s (63.77mph);
2 Racelogic (Julian Thomas/Jon Tomlinson/Nigel Greensall) +2.404s;
3 Team Honeywell (Geoﬀ Fawcett/Tim Wheeldon/Neil Plimmer);

RACE TWO
After a brief night familiarisation session the grid formed up for the second
race of the day, with all 24 cars readied for the 8pm start under a full moon.
Andy Holden was on pole for Holden’s Hawthorn with Ciro Carannante’s CCS
Media alongside. The pair were split by Adam Lucas’ Superunleaded.com car
after holding on for the ﬁrst two laps, but Lucas’ charge for the lead into Rocket
on lap four sent him straight on into the darkness.
From lap ﬁve Reid had the PW Racing car ahead, but once again Clutton had
carved his way through and went into Rocket side by side with Holden before
emerging a clear second.
Clutton soon closed down on Reid’s lead and went by along the back straight
on lap 13, while behind it was nose to tail between Holden, Carannante,
Cooper (Track Focused) and Greensall.
Gradually Clutton built on his lead and pitted to hand to Belshaw after an hour
with 13.7 secs in hand. “Anthony sat behind me and let me pull him away too,
but he didn’t make it hard for me,” said Clutton.

4 JPR Uvio (Graham Roberts/Farquini Deott);
5 Track Focused (Michael McCollum/Sean Cooper);

Both Cooper and Greensall had progressed too and consolidated third and
fourth, with Greensall edging away 20 laps in, with Global Racing ending the
ﬁrst hour ﬁfth from Holden’s Hawthorn.

6 ECO Racing (Tom Mills/Pat Blakeney/Paul Abrahams);
7 Geometric (Stephen Johansen/Zoe Wenham/Guy Wenham);

The top three remained the same after the stops up to the only safety car
period of the race. But having taken over the second place PW Racing car from
Reid, Paul Wighton found himself caught out by a backmarker. “He spun in
front of me, I went one way and Thomas went the other,” he explained as
Racelogic edged into second.

8 Scuderia XCat (Simon Bonham/Rob Thomas);
9 PW Racing (Anthony Reid/Paul Wighton);
10 Wave 9 (Mark Burton/Graham Pattle/Tom Pattle).
Fastest lap Clutton (Team Sherardize/Nielsen Racing) 1m19.567s (70.13mph).

Although the lead had been all but wiped out, Belshaw soon rebuilt it, with
Racelogic and PW Racing established in the top three too. JPR Uvio had worked
their way into fourth during the second hour, but after 70 laps they made an
unscheduled stop. “We had an exhaust problem and changed the front
splitter,” Roberts explained.
Track Focused therefore moved into fourth with Scuderia XCat the only other
crew on the lead lap after 90 mins.
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It was all looking easy for Sherardize with Belshaw making his ﬁnal stop to
hand to Keen almost 18 secs clear. “The car just suddenly wanted to go around
corners, it was great,” he said.
The lead may have been clear cut as Keen celebrated the teams second win of
the day and third in succession by a massive 49.526 secs, “Pete did a fantastic
job and went better in the dark, all I had to do was bring it home,” he said.
Second place went down to the wire though. Tomlinson’s Racelogic car was
gradually caught by Reid in his second stint for PW Racing and on lap 116 he
was ahead into Rocket. But two laps later Tomlinson returned the favour,
before Reid ﬁnally made it stick with four laps remaining. “He got away and
then the backmarkers held him up and I was through again,” said Tomlinson.
“This is how it should be all year, we kept on the lead lap but they didn’t tell me
Jon was still on my tail,” Reid explained. But he was and took the ﬂag only 0.301
secs behind too.
Track Focused were a lap down in fourth, with Geometric ﬁfth and Team
Honeywell classiﬁed sixth after a one lap penalty for pitting outside the
window. Holden’s Hawthorn were set for sixth until Jay Shepherd was forced to
pit. “The front wishbone bolts were loose from when I took over, I couldn’t
steer in the end and pitted to tighten them,” he explained.

RESULTS
1 Team Sherardize/Nielsen Racing (Marcus Clutton/Peter Belshaw/Phil Keen)
122 laps in 2h49m52.519s (66.79mph);
2 PW Racing (Anthony Reid/Paul Wighton) +49.526s;
3 Racelogic (Nigel Greensall/Julian Thomas/Jon Tomlinson);
4 Track Focused (Sean Cooper/Michael McCollum);
5 Geometric (Guy Wenham/Zoe Wenham/Stephen Johansen);
6 Team Honeywell (Geoﬀ Fawcett/Tim Wheeldon/Neil Plimmer);
7 TWM (Phil Marsh/Chris Earp/Paul Turner);
8 Track Torque 2/Rent Domino’s (Chris Hart/Henry Dawes;
9 CCS Media (Ciro Carannante/Bob Tomlinson/Alan Honarmand;

TWM were seventh with Track Torque 2/Rent Dominos, CCS Media and JPR
Uvio completing the top ten.

10 JPR Uvio (Farquini Deott/Graham Roberts.

Published by Peter Scherer for Fun Cup, August 24th 2015.

Fastest lap Clutton (Team Sherardize/Nielsen Racing) 1m19.736s (69.98mph).

CHAMPIONSHIP STANDINGS
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Car No.

Team

Standing

Points

1

Team Racelogic

1st

420

209

Eco Racing

2nd

368

104

Scuderia XCat

3rd

351
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